
CITY OF CORAL GABLES  
ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV) AND EV CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE 

IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES 
 

EV VEHICLE PROCUREMENT 
 

Here are some items to consider when transitioning your fleet to EVs: 
1. What is the normal operational area of the vehicle? 
2. How many average daily miles are driven? 
3. Do the average daily miles driven fit the range parameters of the EV? You should have a 

minimum of 20% range available at the end of the route/workday (if there are no other charging 
stations available within their daily route). The residual range should take into account for traffic 
jams and/or excessive idling. Never assume that the remaining range indicated by the vehicle 
will be the actual range that you will get. Always allow for a buffer! 

4. Is the vehicle used for multiple shifts? If so, are there sufficient fast chargers available so the 2nd 
shift operator can continue their tasks without have to wait for the extended charging time of a 
level 2 charger? 

5. Are there any ancillary devices that must be installed on the car that would require battery 
power (warning lights, laptop computers and DC to AC inverters)? Anything that consumes 
battery power will reduce range. High current load devices, such as laptop computers, will 
dramatically impact range. Dc to AC inverters that are left in the on position will continue to 
drain the battery even though there is no AC powered equipment plugged into the inverter.  

6. What are the anticipated daily idling hours (air conditioner & laptop usage while idling)? 
7. Is the vehicle deemed mission essential after a hurricane? If we receive a direct hit from a major 

hurricane you can anticipate the commercial power will be out for a significant period of time. It 
is likely that all of your hard-wired Level 2 and Level 3 chargers will become inoperative if they 
are not connected to a backup facility generator. 

8. Anticipate up to a 30% reduction in battery capacity over the course of the battery’s warranty 
period. 

9. Constant fast charging will accelerate the reduction of battery capacity over time.  
10. Always purchase EVs with the fast charging option. 
11. For occasional long-distance trips, do you have conventional fuel pool vehicles available? 
12. The range of the EVS that you purchase will directly affect your infrastructure requirements. For 

example, EVs with reduced range capacity will have a greater need for daily charging than those 
with extended ranges. Daily charging requirements will increase the number of charging or 
electrical services outlets that you will need, try to tailor your purchases on the daily miles 
driven by each organization or user.  

 
 

EV INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
Here are some items to consider when designing your charging infrastructure: 

1. What charging ports are on the cars you currently own? 
2. What is the range of your current and/or future fleet? 
3. You will need dedicated 480V 100amp circuits for each fast charger. 



4. You will need a dedicated 110vac 15amp circuit breaker for each car that you plan to charge 
using the manufacturers provided level 1 charging cord. 

5. Placement of charging stations and their type, Level 2 or 3, is critical to the success of your EV 
fleet. When developing the infrastructure always allow for additional power capacity in case you 
wish to increase the number of chargers at a particular site. 

6. Remember that your public utilities company could install a power transformer in areas that the 
required voltage/amperage service for the chargers is not available. However, the installation 
will come at a considerable cost, especially if you are powering multiple level 2 or 3 chargers. 

7. Place level 2 chargers for vehicles in spots where they are normally parked overnight. 
Whether or not you need a level 2 charging station for each vehicle completely depends on the 
operational usage of the fleet at that location. In other words, if all the vehicles at that particular 
location will use the vast majority of their battery power during the workday, you will need one 
charger per car. If not, you will end up having certain cars with dead batteries because they 
could not gain access to a charger because they were all in use at the time. You could also 
consider a mix of level 2 & 3 chargers.  

8. Consider purchasing dual port level 2 charging stations that can charge 2 cars simultaneously. 
Place them between two parking spaces. 

9. Do not consider only level 2 chargers for your fleet locations. If they run out of battery power to 
get back, an employee could wait for hours until obtaining enough battery power for the return 
trip. 

10. Level 3 charging stations are considerably more expensive than multiple level 2 chargers. 
11. Level 3 chargers should not only be deployed in areas where most of the EV fleet is 

concentrated, but also in outlying areas that are the furthest away from the home base. 
12. Make sure your fast chargers have both the CHAdeMO and SAE J1772 Combo plugs. The 

CHAdeMO plugs are primarily used in Japanese (Nissan) electric cars. Most new Nissan Leaf cars 
come equipped to accept both plug types. 

13. Survey potential charger sites to ensure that the chargers are not placed in flood prone areas. 
Even though the area might not be designated a flood zone, the location where you place the 
charger could be prone to flooding. Always install the charger on top of an elevated concrete 
pad and never at ground level. 

14. Will the chargers be available to the general public, and if so, there should be a standardized 
billing company? The charge fees for public use should incorporate a small usage fee for the 
government agency that would help offset some of the O&M and eventual life cycle 
replacement costs of the chargers. However, be cautious because some states prohibit the 
resale of state public utilities (electricity) by local and county governments. This may require you 
to install a separate meter for your chargers and the service/billing would have to be performed 
by a third party. 

15. Always place a time limit on any government/public EV parking space. You don’t want public 
cars parking in EV charging spaces for several hours after their cars are fully charged. For fast 
charge stations, limit the parking from 30 min to one hour, any longer and they just needlessly 
occupying the space and deny others a charging opportunity.  

16. City & County owned charging stations should be shared with other municipalities. A 
consolidated billing system could be used to invoice each city. 

17. After the warranty period expires on the chargers who will maintain them? 
18. Consider inexpensive “dumb” level 2 chargers for secure government parking areas that are not 

available to the general public. They are cheaper but remember that you may not get billing or 
charger status reports from them. 



19. Create a map of all charging station locations and indicate which level service is available at each 
one. You should also identify the chargers by plug type. For instance, if you have an EV without 
the fast option the charging station plugs may not be compatible with the car’s charger ports. 

20. Inspect or check the online status of each site after a significant electrical storm. Train your 
employees to be on the lookout for, and report, inoperable stations. Place a sticker inside each 
EV with the phone number to call when reporting a non-operating station. 

21. Avoid having a mix of charging stations from different manufacturers for the following reasons: 
a.  Will increase the type and amount of access cards/requirements for each station. 
b. Increase the likelihood of employees losing their individual access cards. 
c. Will cause mass driver confusion on how to access a particular station, especially for 

drivers who normally don’t use an EV. 
d. May require multiple vendors to work on the different equipment. 
e. Some smaller charging station manufactures may go out of business, leaving you 

without access to parts & service. 
f. Not all manufacturers have the same service benefits. Some manufacturers will report 

station outages on their website. Remember, your driver will need to know if the site is 
operational before they get there. 

22. Each charging station site should include: 
a. Warning signs about the high voltage. 
b. Steel & concrete bollard poles to prevent vehicles from hitting them. 
c. Dedicated parking spaces that state the space is designated for EV charging only. 
d. Emergency cutoff and service disconnect switches. 
e. Small canopy to protect it from the rain. 
f. Multiple level 2 & 3 service. 

23. Consult with all cities and counties in your area before developing your infrastructure plan! You 
may be able to benefit from each other’s infrastructure. 

24. When selecting a charger manufacturer you may want to consider a charger that can be 
programmed as to what time of day/week to charge the cars. This will allow you to charge the 
cars during off-peak hours and would greatly reduce your electric bill.  

25. Lastly, you may want to consider building a mobile charging platform for emergency purposes, 
such as loss of commercial power after a hurricane. Use a trailer mounted generator with simple 
(non-network interfaced) wall mounted level 2 chargers attached to the trailer. The number of 
chargers will dictate the KW rating of your generator. Trailer mounted surplus military 
generators, that can be purchased by local governments at a substantially reduced cost, would 
be perfect for this type of application. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
For questions please contact Steve Riley (sriley@coralgables.com) and/or Matt Anderson 
(manderson@coralgables.com )  
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